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 of discourse?... [W]hat rules does it follow in each type of discourse? Where does
 discourse come from; how is it circulated; who controls it?" (149).
 Now, back to the cornfields. Teachers, critics, and students of autobiography ignore
 poststructural critical theory at thei  peril, as Graham makes clear. But although he makes
 a consistent case for a theoretical scaffolding to support reading and writing autobiography,
 Graham leaves us suspended in midair, in the ga  between theory and practice. Nowhere
 does he examine a real autobiography, by either professio al or student writers. e e
 oes e offer suggestions for actual writing t at might accomplish his theoretical purposes.
 Nowh re does he pr vide a translatio  of such questi ns as t ose in the preceding
 paragraph t  help beleaguered teachers use poststructuralist theory in their classrooms.
 How can we sing songs of ourselves without lea ning either the words o  the music?
 Although Graham doesn't say, these concerns are crucial if teachers are to enable students
 to read and write the self.
 Rethinking Writing, Peshe C. Kuriloff (New York: St. Martin's, 1989, 235 pages).
 About Writing: A Rhetoric for Advanced Writers, Kristin R. Woolever (Belmont, CA:
 Wadsworth, 1991, 252 pages).
 Successful Writing, 3rd ed. Maxine Hairston (New York: Norton, 1992, 251 pages).
 Fact and Artifact: Writing Nonfiction, Lynn Z. Bloom (San Diego: Harcourt, 1985,
 337 pages).
 Process, Form, and Substance: A Rhetoric for Advanced Writers, 2nd ed. Richard M.
 Coe (Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall, 1990, 480 pages).
 Reviewed by Evelyn Ashton-Jones, University of Southern Mississippi
 Writing a review essay on advanced composition textbooks is like trying to write one
 on all freshman writing texts because, as in first-year composition, there are innumera-
 ble approaches, theories, and pedagogies; to make it worse, many first-year texts can be
 adapted to advanced composition courses. And they are-as Michael Hogan revealed in
 "Advanced Composition: A Survey" (Journal ofAdvanced Composition 1 [1980]: 22-23)
 and Gary Olson and Irene Gale show in a recent "Selected Bibliography of Rhetorics
 and Readers for Advanced Composition" (ATAC Forum 4.2 [1992]: 5-9).
 Publishers' lack of interest in advanced composition accounts in part for the paucity of
 textbooks specifically targeting advanced composition. (Apparently, the first-year compo-
 sition market, including basic writing, is much more lucrative.) In addition, advanced
 composition undeniably suffers an identity problem, as we continue to struggle to define
 the course, a project of much effort over the years: CCCC workshops from 1954-1972,
 periodic surveys published in the Journal ofAdvanced Composition, and, most recently, an
 entire anthology devoted to the topic, Teaching Advanced Composition: Why and How,
 edited by Katherine H. Adams and John L. Adams (Boynton/Cook, 1991). A survey by
 Ronald Shumaker, Larry Dennis, and Lois Green demonstrates real "disarray in courses
 identified as 'advanced composition'" ("Advanced Exposition: A Survey of Patterns and
 Problems" JAC 10.1 [1990]: 137), and Elizabeth Penfield notes that catalogue descriptions
 are "usually so general as to permit almost anything" ("Freshman English/Advanced
 Writing," Adams and Adams 20).
 What is clear is that the advanced composition course is not business writing, technical
 writing, discipline-specific discourse, first-year composition, or basic writing. James
 Britton's jam tart analogy (after using a cutter to cut out circles that represent the other
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 disciplines, English is what is left over) applies as well to the advanced composition course:
 it's what's left over after you identify the other composition courses.
 In one chapter of Teaching Advanced Composition, Adams and Adams provide some
 historical perspective. They trace the origins of advanced writing to the early years of
 American university education, when students completed four years of study in rhetoric,
 a dormant tradition partially revitalized in the latter decades of the nineteenth century as
 other advanced courses-including journalism, creative writing, and technical writing-
 were born. Advanced exposition arose from a feeling that students needed "work on theory
 and practice with specific rhetorical situations," and it provided "added training in audi-
 ence analysis, organization, and style" (7). However, as other advanced courses established
 clear identities, advanced exposition did not, a problem that "continually bothered the
 teachers involved with it" (10). Further, the course has more recently been "redefined" in
 similar fashion by "an increased emphasis on writing across the curriculum" (12), again,
 being defined by what it is not: rather than field-specific discourse, it emphasizes theory
 and practice with many kinds of discourse, argumentation and style in particular. Thus, as
 Shumaker, Dennis, and Green describe it, advanced composition "traditionally has asked
 students to write expository essays aimed at public discourse and to strive for the style and
 sophistication of accomplished essayists" (136).
 Given these difficulties in defining advanced composition and the paucity of textbooks
 specifically targeting the course, it is misleading to assume that the few advanced compo-
 sition rhetorics that do exist somehow represent the whole. However, I think it is useful
 to look at five of the most widely used texts marketed specifically for advanced composi-
 tion, popular and influential texts that have helped shape the current perception of the
 course.
 One way to assess these textbooks is to consider who their authors perceive advanced
 composition students to be-the portraits of the advanced writer they paint in the pages
 of their textbooks. Given such a principle, Peshe Kuriloff's Rethinking Writing seems
 condescending. According to Kuriloff, the advanced writer has "control over the mechan-
 ics of writing" (v), wrote "competently" even before taking first-year composition where
 he or she learned to write for college audiences, and wants to learn yet more (1). Aside
 from this explicit invocation of the "advanced" writer, the idea of "advanced" plays out
 primarily in the chapters on the conventions of academic discourse communities and
 voice. Otherwise, the text's treatment of writing resembles that of many of our most
 mediocre first-year composition textbooks. The picture of the advanced student writer that
 emerges is of a passive recipient of information about writing, someone who simply needs
 to be told what to do.
 The admonition to students to "Remember that you are the authority on your writing"
 (5) is undermined by the way it pre-empts student participation. That is, despite the
 author's contention that the book "follows a process approach," the text is thoroughly
 prescriptive and arhetorical. Students aren't asked to do anything (no activities, exercises,
 writing assignments), the emphasis is on decontextualized universals, the social aspects of
 writing are only superficially addressed, and student authority in thinking and writing is
 pre-empted by the author. Often, the text provides prose that the student is said to have
 written: "For example, in an attempt to describe a family tradition for readers unfamiliar
 with the practice, you write: The breaking of oplatki is always done on Christmas Eve
 before the main meal in the evening .. " It provides as well the student's response as
 reader of his or her own writing: "Reading over these paragraphs, you realize that .. you
 still find the description a little hard to follow..." (56).
 Clearly, process is mutilated, as the student is refracted back to himself or herself in bits
 and pieces of texts, albeit from a wide range of genres and from diverse disciplines. We
 never read anything except decontextualized snippets, text bits that magically appear, often
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 attributed to a vague "writer" and often not attributed to anyone at all. Nowhere is there
 a real stu ent, a name, an identity (only professional writers are identified). Student write s
 are faceless and voiceless, represented only by lacerated bits and pieces of texts.
 In short, this isn't a textbook at all but a series of platitudes about writing. It may target
 advanced composition, but it nonetheless is strangely incognizant of current composition
 theory and the special concer s of advanced writing in particular. Shumaker, Dennis, and
 Green's conclusion about advanced composition is especially relevant to Kuriloff's text:
 "Such courses seem not o have benefited fully from the paradigm shift that has funda-
 mentally altered our approach to developmental and freshman writing in t e univer-
 sity" (137).
 Another recent text, Kristin Woolever's About Writing: A Rhetoric for Advanced Writers,
 is equally disappointing. While offering good advice here and there, it seems more directed
 toward inexperienced writers, despite its title. For example, the preface states that "unlike
 many writer's guides, this one does not throw novices into the water and hope they learn
 how to swim" (xiii). Curiously, this text also seems to separate "writers" from the students
 reading the text. Often, a paragraph or section will begin with a statement in the third
 person about the behavior of writers, followed by second-person exhortations of what
 "you," the student, should do. For example, one section begins by talking about what good
 writers do-"After they know what they want to say and in what order they want to say
 it, writers then need to focus on the way their words sound"-and addresses students in
 the next paragraph with "Read the text aloud.., to hear the prose voice.... If you need
 to, rearrange sentence lengths and structures and change words" (3-4). Thus, the advanced
 student is curiously separated from "writers," who are obviously the "other." In addition,
 the tone is condescending in this text as well.
 In many ways, About Writing is typical of the plethora of short texts that appeared
 throughout the 1970s and 1980s purporting to be "process-based" but with only a
 rudimentary sense of the complex process of writing. The book begins with a short chapter
 (barely 17 pages) on the writing process in which the author discusses the "stages" of
 writing, "writing as discovery," and several other issues related to process. It continues with
 equally short chapters on the rhetorical situation, invention strategies, writing from
 sources, arrangement, and several other typical subjects. While these topics are not treated
 badly, they seem strangely anachronistic, as if they had been published in 1975 rather than
 1991. Equally anachronistic are the types of"practice exercises" that pervade the text, most
 of which ask students to manipulate parts of text in basic and unsophisticated ways. In
 fact, these reminded me of the exercises one finds in so many basic writing texts. Clearly,
 activities for advanced composition should challenge junior- and senior-level writers.
 In short, this text shares many of the same problems as Kuriloff's. It is acontextual and
 arhetorical; it envisions students as novices rather than as writers who have already gained
 some level of ability, and it attempts to instruct by giving them disembodied pieces of texts
 to work with. Both authors clearly care about their students and have attempted to produce
 meaningful guides, but despite good intentions, these texts are not even appropriate for
 first-year composition much less for advanced.
 In contrast to the Kuriloff and Woolever texts, Maxine Hairston's Successful Writing is
 much more sophisticated, less condescending, and thoroughly informed by process theory.
 Hairston makes every attempt to integrate current knowledge into her pedagogy, even
 though her definition of an advanced writer is almost identical to Woolever's (students who
 have "mastered the elements of usage and mechanics and can write readable prose"), and
 even though she suggests that "such writers may be in second-semester or honors freshman
 courses or in sophomore or upper-division courses" (xiii). While Hairston shares with
 Kuriloff and Woolever this low-level sense of advanced writers, it is to Hairston's credit
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 that she treats students throughout the text with trust and respect. Absent are the conde-
 scending and insulting monologues and the imperatives of the other two texts. Hairston's
 tone is friendly and helpful; rarely does she command readers to take any action. For
 example, she writes, "You might begin with an example that illustrates the main point you
 are going to make" (71). And, "If you have a fairly good idea what your topic is going to
 be and the angle you are going to take on it, one good way to begin generating material is
 to start doing research" (40). In short, despite the fact that her preface fails to distinguish
 advanced from first-year writing, Hairston succeeds in treating students as adult writers
 capable of making their own decisions.
 Successfuil Writing was one of the first major advanced composition rhetorics on the
 market, appearing in 1981-the same year as Richard Coe's Form and Substance. The third
 edition has been substantially revised, most notably in an expanded chapter that empha-
 sizes revision as "a creative, rewarding, and interactive process that is distinct from editing"
 (xiii). Many of the other chapters have been revised and updated, and very recent works
 and films are frequently cited, lending the text a very new feel. In addition, this edition
 assumes a "workshop pedagogy," with a "new emphasis on writing as a social act," and
 concrete group activities and guidelines incorporated at various places (xiii). As did the
 previous editions, this third edition also contains student writing samples taken from
 advanced writing courses. A final feature (new to this edition) is ample information about
 using computers in the writing process, including the invention process. Such advice is
 particularly welcome in the advanced composition classroom.
 While Hairston's text is more sophisticated and professional than either Kuriloff's or
 Woolever's, it does contain some disappointments. The main one, for me, is signaled by
 Hairston's own statement that it can be used in a second-semester or honors freshman
 course. While Successful Writing is competently done, nothing distinguishes it from other
 competently done rhetorics appropriate for first-year composition. Its treatment of the
 writing process, for example, offers nothing particularly relevant for advanced writing
 students, nor does a single chapter stand out as different from or more sophisticated than
 similar chapters in other good rhetorics. Would I adopt this text? Perhaps for a first-year
 writing class, but not for an advanced writing course, where students should be challenged,
 pushed to their limits of ability. Ironically, it was Hairston herself who wrote that "ad-
 vanced students are not going to grow as writers until they break through their formulas
 to take some risks and get involved in the messy and uncomfortable process of occasionally
 working beyond their depth" ("Working with Advanced Writers," CCC 35 [May 1984]:
 197); sadly, this is exactly what is absent in Successful Writing.
 Perhaps no other textbook articulates such a well-thought-out vision of the "advanced
 writer" as Lynn Bloom's Fact and Artifact: Writing Nonfiction. Bloom has an acute sense
 that advanced writers are different from those in first-year composition. As a result, her
 text is organized much differently from competing texts. Her emphasis is on "writing
 nonfiction" to "transform the 'facts' about people, places, performances, processes, and
 controversy into the artifacts that are essays, portraits, reviews, narratives, satires, parodies,
 reports, scientific papers, and other works" (v). Bloom contends that these types and
 genres of writing are "among the paramount concerns of advanced writers." Thus, her
 book is arranged into chapters such as Writing about Places, Writing about Controversy,
 Writing about People, and Publishing: Reaching a Wider Audience. Certainly, this ar-
 rangement is much different from that of the Kuriloff, Woolever, and Hairston texts, all
 of which resemble in one way or another the freshman rhetorics we typically find over-
 stocking our bookshelves.
 Perhaps what makes this text refreshingly different is Bloom's well-fleshed-out notion
 of what an advanced writer is. She writes, "Advanced writers have widely differing back-
 grounds, interests, levels of skill, and reasons for writing. Yet, by definition and experience,
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 they have advanced beyond the expectations of the conventional freshman English class;
 Fact and Artifact will n t tour again that familiar territory" (vi). Bloo  goes on to list
 several "precepts" that inform her book: that advanced writers come to the class with
 "some practice, ranging from a little to a lot"; that they "have something to say, either
 sti ulated by school work r job or inspired by a desire to have a voice, to share a vision
 or a viewpoint, to move an audience"; that the  nevertheless need a sense of the forms
 within hich to express their thoughts and ideas; that they "need audie ces of real people
 to read w at they say"; and that they will "improve through a combination o  isk-taking
 and practice" (vi-viii). These general principles illustrate clearly Bloom's noncondescend-
 i g notion of ad anced writers and make this book much more useful on the adva ced
 level than most. Bloom's respect for her advanced students is evident throug out. In the
 preface she discusses one of her advanced courses, naming some of her students by name
 to illustrate the diversity o  indivi uals in the class and exclaiming, "I loved that class; they
 l ved each ot er" (vi). In fact, Bloom claims that the good sense and good writing of her
 students permeate her text. The only factor marring this prese tation is Bloom's occasional
 lapse into imperatives---commands to students to "be honest," or "avoid sentimentality,"
 or "be inter retive, be individualistic." So while Bloom's ext dem nstra es the most
 elaborated notion of "adva ced" writers, like some of its competitors it too lapses into the
 unf tunate practice of commanding students rather than assuming (as Hairston's d es)
 that they have the capacity to make their own heto ical and co positional choices.
 There is much to applaud in Bloom's bo k, including a unique final chapter that
 discusses publishing essays for "a wider audie e." Among other things, this chapter
 examines writer's guides and the types of publications students might send their essays to,
 and it discusses procedures for submitting writing for publicatio . T is chapter is a
 valuable, if short, addition to the text. Such material should be part of any advanced
 writing text, since it helps connect the writing that students do to eal-world audiences
 and purposes.
 The biggest disappointment of Bloom's text is the chapter on Writing About Contro-
 versy. Such a chapter should be central to advanced composition since it helps students
 learn to sort facts, examples and evidence, and to make critical judgments about arguments
 and positions. In many ways, this chapter does provide some helpful advice about these
 matters; however, it misses too many opportunities, given all the work on and discussion
 of critical thinking over the last few decades. Considering that critical thinking has become
 a major focus in many advanced composition courses, it would be reasonable to expect this
 chapter to be especially sophisticated. It is not. It simply supplies some strategies, dis-
 cusses using primary and secondary sources, and looks at direct and implied arguments.
 While this may not be a fatal flaw, it does substantially weaken what is essentially a good
 book.
 Fortunately, Bloom is preparing a revised edition of this text, to be published by Blair
 Press in 1993; perhaps it will include a more sophisticated discussion of writing about
 controversy. The new edition itself will be an extensive revision, accounting for new
 theoretical developments in rhetoric and composition and integrating substantial material
 related to reader-response theory, gender studies, scholarship on discourse communities,
 and discussion of social and political context. Such revisions are quite welcome and suggest
 that this second edition of Fact andArtifactwill be much more useful than most advanced
 composition texts on the market.
 There is little doubt, however, that the true leader in the advanced composition market
 is and always has been Richard Coe's Process, Form, and Substance: A Rhetoric forAdvanced
 Writers (originally titled Form and Substance). This is a witty, sophisticated, and powerful
 text clearly aimed at "advanced" writers. Coe assumes a relatively high level of competence
 in the students reading his text, and he thus makes no compromises.
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 This book is positive, affirming, and empowering, treating students as adults capable
 of making their own decisions. As Coe says in his Introduction to the Instructor,
 There is no shortage of textbooks, written at a tenth grade level, that
 explain the basics of the writing process and help students produce the
 quality of writing required at college or university. Because it assumes
 student writers who start with some degree of competence, Process, Form,
 and Substance can move from straightforward to more sophisticated pro-
 cesses, forms and writing techniques. It can cover material ordinary text-
 books never reach. (vii)
 It is this very assumption that the authors of other advanced composition books should
 but usually fail to make. Rather than recycling material from first-year composition,
 they would have done well to assume that their students have already mastered such
 material. Coe's main objective throughout this hefty (480-page) book is "for students
 to come to understand their own writing processes-and how to intervene in their own
 processes in order to improve the quality of both process and product" (vii). Nowhere
 does Coe hurl imperatives at his readers or condescend to them. He addresses his readers
 as if they were his peers, and this fact alone is an enormous step in distinguishing this
 text as one of the few (if not only) truly advanced composition textbooks available.
 There is simply too much in this text to describe it in detail (it's about twice the size
 of the other texts reviewed here). It's divided into two parts. Part One, Process, examines
 the creative process, drafting and revising, the communicative process, and style and voice,
 heavily emphasizing heuristics to help students discover, invent, and problem solve.
 Especially noteworthy is Coe's constant linking of thinking with writing-something
 sorely absent from most of the other texts. For example, Coe adapts engineering professor
 James Adams's concept of conceptual blockbusting to help students break though stereo-
 typical thinking, presenting conceptual blockbusting as "a form of what we will call
 negative invention because it negates the old conception in order to create the new one"
 (57). Much of the book is devoted to the kinds of creative and critical thinking concepts
 useful in helping advanced writers approach higher degrees of sophistication.
 Part Two, Form, presents the time-worn rhetorical modes (narration, description,
 comparison/contrast, and so on), but Coe attempts to present this information in fresh
 ways. He begins the section by saying, "Good writing begins with perceptive observation,"
 and so he discusses what he calls "the grammar of perception" (259). Within the context
 of "perception and representation," Coe discusses the typical rhetorical modes, but man-
 ages to pull off the discussion in fairly new and interesting ways. The chapter on persuasion
 includes a well-done section on Rogerian persuasion, and the final chapter, which treats
 "special discourses," introduces the concept of discourse community and discusses how to
 analyze writing in order to make informed rhetorical decisions within particular discourse
 communities. Coe stresses in this chapter the importance of rhetorical context.
 Peppering this book are epigraphs and small quotations from everyone and anyone on
 issues that pertain to thinking and writing. One page, for instance, contains short quota-
 tions from Augustine, Robert Frost, John Updike, and Linda Flower. Such epigraphs and
 quotations are interwoven throughout to help students hear many voices reemphasizing
 various points that Coe makes about good writing. The text also contains excerpts and
 essays from student writers.
 There is no doubt that Process, Form, and Substance is the most sophisticated text for
 advanced writers. Its ability to engage students with intellectually challenging material, its
 assumption that its readers are equals, fellow writers, and its relentless connection of
 writing and thinking processes are among its strongest features. However, this book's main
 strength is perhaps its greatest weakness: its heavy cognitive emphasis, while lending
 valuable creative and critical thinking aspects to the pedagogy, tends to rob attention from
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 the social and political aspects of writing. It is true that Coe discusses context here and
 re throughout the text, especially i  the final chapter n special discourses; however,
 this is not enough. Perhaps a third edition will accommodate such concerns.
 Clearly, there is not a wide range of rhetorics for teachers of advanced composition, and
 even those that are available are far f om ideal. Perhaps this is why so many f us who teach
 advanced composition do not require a rhetoric nd adopt, instead, one of the more
 sophisticated essay readers or one of the small style books, such as Joseph Williams's Style:
 Ten Lessons in Clarity and G ace. Apparently, however, ur supply of advanced composition
 rhetorics may increase soon, since several publishers a e currently co si ering addi g
 advanced composition to their lists.
 Whether these rhetorics will have the sophistication of Coe's, whether they will success-
 fully integrate issues of social and political context, or whether they'll simply rehash
 predictable first-year compositio  platitudes remains t  be seen. But what is necessary is
 that we in advanced composition take steps to come to terms with our identity crisis. As
 Gary Olson states in the Afterword of Teaching Advanced Composition: "Some onsensus
 about advanced composition would help us feel that we have a common purpose, a shared
 identity. Such an identity would certainly prove useful when we ust convince chairs and
 dea s to implement ew courses, lower cou se nrollment levels, and so on" (Adams and
 Adams 284). Perhaps the next generation of advanced composition textbo ks will help us
 move toward that shared identity and common purpose.
 Beginning Writing Groups, videocassette (Tacoma, WA [Wordshop Productions, 3832
N. 7th St., Tacoma, WA 98406], 1991, 26 minutes).
 Reviewed by Daniel Sheridan, University of North Dakota
 Four years ago Student Writing Groups: Demonstrating the Process appeared on the scene,
 offering something new to the writing teacher-the c ance to show studen s how a
 group can work successfully on revisio . The procedure, by now familiar to a yone ho
 has seen the video even once, is simple: students wo k in gr ups of four; e ch student
 reads a draft aloud twice; group members listen, take notes, and respond. The process
 is sensible and effec ive, and the demonstration via video se ms to work: my first-year
 comp stude ts can watch it once and quickly work out the group process.
 Now a second tape has appeared. Like its predecessor, Beginning Writing Groups shows
 students at work in revision groups, using the same procedure. But unlike the earlier tape,
 this one is aimed at "freshman to senior igh-school classrooms and... basic, ESL, and
 freshman writers at the college level." Everything except the procedure itself is ratchete
 down a otch. The se ting is a high-school classroom-seniors erhaps, for these kids look
 pretty mature. A teacher is present, calling the g ups to order and directing the question-
answer session tha  follows the actual demonstration. The d afts themselves are shorter a d
 much rougher, while the advice is more hesitant and less insightful. Indeed, both the
 setting and the student p rformances a e more realistic-these seem like real studen s in a
 fairly typical classroom.
 When it comes to educational aterials, of course, realism can be risky. If this were
 merely a c llege-level dem stration boned down for high school, everyone w o viewed it
 ight feel patronized. But in this resp ct, author-producers Connie Hale, Tim Mallon,
 and Susan Wyche-Smith have approached the task with sensitivity, avoiding stereotypes
  concentrating on concerns c mmon to both levels. For example, the topic of the
 papers, race relations, transcends grade levels and the student writ rs, themselves of
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